CE-1921-11- Dr. Durant- Quiz 9
Spring 2017, Week 10
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1. (1 point) Define spatial locality and explain how a cache might exploit it.
2. (1 point) A 2048 B direct-mapped cache is divided into 32 blocks. Calculate how many.- bits there
are.
3. (2 points) Continuing�e.t;e are 32 address lines. Show how the address is broken down into set,
offset, and tag bits.
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4. (2 points) Calculate an example of� read addresses us d consecutively that will cause the first read
7
data to be evicted from the cache.fl)
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S. (1 point) Show how the address format will change if the cache is instead organized as a 4-way set
associative cache, but nothing else changes.
6. (2 points) Confirm by calculation that the 2 addresses above are still in the same set. Explain why
this must be the case.
-way set associative cache avoids eviction of the first data read.
7. (1 point) Explain how the/
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(1 point} Define temporal locality and explain how a cache might exploit it.
(1 point} 1024 irect-mapped cache is divided into 8 blocks. Calculate how many set bits there
are.
(2 points) Continuing, there e 32 address lines. Show how the address is broken down into set,
offset, and tag bits.
(2 points) Calculate an example of 2 read addresses used consecutively that will cause the first read
data to be evicted from the cache.
(1 point) Show how the address format will change if the cache is instead organized as a 2-way set
associative cache, but nothing else changes.
(2 points} Confirm by calculation that the 2 addresses above are still in the same set. Explain why
this must be the case.
(1 point) Explain how the set associative cache avoids eviction of the first data read.

